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25 Halloween illustrations by artist Molly Harrison. These illustrations were drawn by Molly and

taken from her original artworks. Some of these illustrations are highly detailed while others are a bit

less complicated. Most of the drawings are of witches. This coloring book is intended for adults who

like to color but kids would enjoy it too! The images are printed on one side of the paper only. It is

recommended to put a piece of paper between pages to avoid bleed through if you intend on using

alcohol or waterbased markers. Be sure to check out Molly's Etsy shop for digital downloadable

coloring pages. Just search "mollyharrisonart" on Etsy's search or copy/paste this address into your

address bar: https://www.etsy.com/shop/MollyHarrisonArt
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This fun coloring book by Molly Harrison includes 25 designs of â€œwitchesâ€• just in time for

Halloween. There are a lot of pumpkins, jack-o-lanterns, and kitties throughout the book to make it

clear that this book is about the holiday.The designs range from elegant witches to child-like little

waifs. The line drawings range from simple to complex to color. It looks like a lot of fun for coloring

to get into the right mood for Halloween.The paper is thin enough that my gel pens and markers

bleed through to the backside. On the plus side, the paper is quite white and the designs are printed

on only one side of the sheet (with the bank left blank.) While the sheets are not perforated, it



should be easy to remove the page with an exacto knife or to put a piece of heavier paper under the

page you are working on so your colors won't leak through to the next design.

These are the most charming witches and cats! I am really enjoying coloring them. Most of the

pages in this book can also be purchased in the author's Etsy store (which is great for re-printing a

page, or scaling them down and printing them onto greeting card stock).The pages are single sided,

and the paper is nice quality. But markers do bleed through. There are 25 full page drawings to

color.In my coloring, I used Staedtler colored pencils and soft pastels for the background which both

worked great on this paper.Update: I've printed some of these pages onto 5x7 watercolor cards,

and used watercolor pencils and pastels with really good results (see photos).

A Halloween coloring book full of magic and whimsy! the paper is of good quality and the lines of the

artwork are clear. I really love how the layout has the prints on only one side, so I can use any kind

of medium I want to color my pictures without worrying about color bleed through to a design on the

back. The images do include some finer lines, so I recommend fine tipped markers, colored pencils

or thin paint brushes for those. My daughters now want their own copies!

This is a definitely a charming book (pun intended!) The pages are a little thin so I'd recommend

removing them before using markers or inks of any sort. But they're also printed on one side only,

so that's easy to do. The pictures are just so fun, a coven of young witches in beautiful robes, along

with their cats and kittens. I just wish there were more pages, because I'm going to go through these

pretty quickly!

Just love this book, will tell all my adult friends

From the admin of Adults Who Love To Color this is a ...Really cute Halloween book, thick one

sided pages, love doing the review for this in my group.. Love it, some pages are very detailed, to

kids pages.. If you love Halloween witches this is one book you need to

get!https://www.facebook.com/groups/1101173393243037/

Nice artwork/pictures but not what I was expecting for the price tag. When I opened up the package

I was a bit disappointed in the overall quality of this coloring book it looked like a cheap coloring

book you could get from the dollar store. Compared to my Secret Garden coloring book I paid the



same price for the quality was not even comparable. Do not get me wrong I do love the actual art

work but the paper is not quality paper and this is not something you could display on your coffee

table unless you are a five year old. One thing I do like is the backside of the pictures are blank

which is good for bleed through if you are using markers but I would suggest putting another sheet

of scrap paper behind it when coloring with any medium that may bleed through.

I love my new coloring book! It cane just in time for Halloween! This book is really cute, it has

designs both adults and children would love to color! It is all single sided pages so there is no worry

about bleed through, but i would still recommend not using markers! I personally use Prismacolor

color pencils, and my LolliZ gel pens when I color! Awesome book overall, you have a variety of

simple, and also more detailed art which I really like!
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